shows that all relativizers, no matter whether they should be treated äs pronouns, particles, or both (cf. van der Auwera 1985), enter into some sort of paradigm, i.e. a System with a fixed number of coordinates or dimensions that regulate the use of a fixed number of items. The question that lies at the heart of this paper is how this System has evolved. -relativizers have not always been part of the picture, but have developed gradually only during the Middle English period, i.e. the time between 1100-1500 (see Curme 1912; Geoghegan 1975; Fischer 1992; Ball 1996; Dekeyser 1997) . Who is particularly interesting in this respect. It was the last to emerge, arguably in the fifteenth Century, and it was still 'unsettled' in the seventeenth (see Meier 1967 , Fischer 1992 : 301, Kivimaa 1966 , Ryden 1966 , 1983 . In order to bridge the apparent gap between a syntactic and a semantic-pragmatic-stylistic account of the origin or relative who, it will be argued in this paper that the introduction and spread of the w/z-relativizers may be described äs an instance of grammaticalization and/or routinization. The process äs a whole was triggered by socio-pragmatic factors such äs expressivity or extravagance (see Haspelmath 1999 : 1057, Hopper -Traugott 1993: 65, Detges 2001 Detges , 2002 , promoted by hearer äs well äs speaker-based reanalysis (cf. Kuteva 2001) , and reinforced by independent parallel syntactic developments.
The development of PdE relativization
The story of the development of relativization is commonly told from two different, though somehow related points of view: a syntactic one and a semantic-pragmaticstylistic one.
The syntactic point of view
From a syntactic point of view, the so-called w/z-relativizers seem to have emerged through indirect questions or following verbs such äs know and wonder:
(1) Sage me hwilc word asrust foröeode of Godes muöe? Teil me which word first forth went of God's mouth? (Sol. I, 2.1; quoted from Fischer 1992) Also, the use of w/z-words in generalizing relatives äs in (2) and (3) surely had some influence on the development of the paradigm äs a whole.
(2) They liked what he cooked = They liked whatever he cooked.
Dajjeyt hwo ]DC mete werne! curse on who(ever) refuses the meat/food' (Havelock 927)
In Old English (OE), generalizing relatives could be formed using constructions of the type swa hw...swa. During the Middle English (ME) period, the first swa was lost and the second was replaced by pe and, fmally, also deleted. This fmally led to generalizing relatives which only contained a wA-word. Semantically, then, generalizing relatives are easily reinterpretable äs ordinary relatives. All in all, the first 'proper' relative clauses introduced by wA-words cannot be found before the twelfth Century; they did not become common until about two hundred years later. What is more, the w/z-relativizers were not all introduced at the same time and at one big swoop, but rather one after the other with the chronology which > whose > whom > who (cf. Romaine 1982 , Ryden 1983 ).
The semantic-pragmatic-stylistic point of view
The story, at least in its final stages, sounds somewhat different from a semantic-pragmatic-stylistic point of view. Several authors (Meier 1967 , Steinki 1932 , Curme 1912 , Ryden 1983 , Romaine 1982 have pointed out that who first occurred in the fifteenth Century in a very limited number of phrases and with a very small group of antecedents, next to the equally available relativizers which and that. The most common constructions are the letter ciosing formulae äs exemplified in (4)-(19): Obviously, these first occurrences of relative who have very little to do with indirect questions and generalizing relatives, and can hardly be explained from the syntactic point of view outlined above. Instead, äs will be argued in the following, they are motivated by cognitive, socio-psychological and pragmatic factors such äs expressivity and extravagance. It is only later that they are integrated into the language System proper through some grammaticalization process. The details and background of this process will be the topic of the following section. Also, it will be shown that the argument of 'paradigmatic pressure' is misleading in this case. The question of how the two complexes of syntax and semantics-pragmatics may be (re-)united will be discussed in the final section of this paper. This principle says, in a nutshell, that marked forms tend to be developed or used in marked environments, äs for instance in American English, where vowels are commonly nasalized (i.e. 'marked') before nasal (i.e. 'marked') consonants, but may remain unmarked elsewhere. Now it can be argued that the emergence of relative who in the letter ciosing formulae and in the contexts in (4) to (19) above is primarily due to some kind of markedness agreement. The agreement takes place between a clearly marked signified (the Deity) and a new, and therefore also marked, signifier (the relativizer who). This agreement in markedness may have been motivated by the need for expressiveness and socially salient marking of the highest possible referent. They deity called for an innovative and yet 'respectable' new form. The respectability may have been fostered in some sense by the resemblance to corresponding Latinate constructions (cf. Romaine 1982 , Blatt 1957 , or through letter writing manuals (cf. Meier 1967) . As regards later developments, Meier noted that seventeenth-century grammarians would have asserted "that for persons who was 'more proper', more 'elegant', and more dignified. The last idea seems to be recurrent in the history of who. Bishop Wren in 1660 was especially indignant about which referring to a Divine person, äs in the Lord's prayer" (Meier 1967: 285) . Steinki (1932: 27) , however, pointed out that the introduction of relative who was, "sprachlichefr] Luxus" [linguistic luxury], something which was not necessitated by any structural gaps and systemic pressures, äs Ryden later claimed (1983: 129f, 133) . The Innovation of a new formula does not necessarily create the need for "a new, referentially explicit and distinctly individualizing marker " (1983: 130) . Also, the introduction of who in the formulae did not fill a gap in the paradigm, which followed different coordinates. An optional feature [+deity] is not a grammatical feature, a coordinate in a proper (Middle) English paradigm. Thus, the gap, apart maybe from some very superficial morphonological or phonaesthetic resemblance of forms, remained. And so the 'need' was not, I maintain, a structural one or even due to some impersonal 'systemic pressure'. Rather, what can be assumed are 'functionaP, pragmatic, sociopsychological (perhaps even universal?) motivations or maxims (cf. Keller 1994) to be expressive or extravagant, and thus to follow what has just been described äs the principle of markedness agreement. Hopper and Traugott have summarized this similarly in claiming that "new and innovative ways of saying things are brought about by Speakers seeking to enhance expressivity" (Hopper -Traugott 1993: 65) . The need to be expressive or extravagant, however, may be regarded äs a feature of utterances or performance, not grammars.
Granted that markedness agreement was indeed one source for relative who, it must now be asked how the development from utterance-based to syntactically constrained who may be envisioned. Language change has often been described äs markedness reduction or a 'wearing off through use in time and according to some complex integral of function and frequency (cf. Haspelmath 1998: 53f, Bybee - Hopper 2001 , Croft 2000 . This also applies to the new relative who: After it had been used äs an optional, salient, socially expressive marker denoting God, Jesus, a decedent or equally marked referents, it began to wear off and lose this marked Status. It was generalized in the formulae; the formulae in turn lost their original meaning (compare: God be with you > Goodbye > Bye). At the same time, the use of who was broadened, its social value spread from deities to good friends, noblemen, worthies, etc. Finally, following some further markedness reduction and loss of saliency, who is now generalized for human, i.e. animate antecedents and increasingly also for pets and the like (see Table 2 ). This development with its subtle shifts in meaning and use is, of course, quite difficult to document. Certain diagnostics are available, though:
A.
The formula may be suddenly interrupted, i.e. it may be incomplete or finished with "&c." Ryden attributes these cases to the "lack of feeling for the novel who: whom Opposition" (1983: 127) and similarity to constructions like (24): (24) by the grace of God, whom l beseche mak you good (Paston, 1467)
However, we only find errors with whom, never with who. Also, there is no reason why the use ofwhom may not be due to carelessness with a somehow worn-out phrase.
C. Finally, the relative clause may be separated from the antecedent, äs in (25) or (26), which may indicate that the relative clause only served äs an afterthought, added for decorum or such, and that it is no longer intended äs a genuine, heart-felt expression.
( From what has been said so far it may appear that this development was solely caused by speaker-relatedfactors. However, the wear and tear of this new relativizer who was based on both Speaker and hearer processes. It was speaker-based in so far äs Speakers first produced these forms in order to be extravagant and expressive and to create the markedness agreement between who and the cognitively and conventionally marked antecedent, God. This construction was then subject to possible re-interpretations on two different sides. Speakers may have (consciously and purposefülly) re-interpreted the structure and started using who with socially and cognitively salient antecedents other than the Deity, for instance in order to flatter or elevate one particular person. With this, the form already started going down the markedness cline shown in Table 2 . Hearers, on the other hand, also played an important role. If they were not familiär with the conventions of letter-writing and polite, careful language use, they may not have interpreted the markedness agreement correctly or, perhaps, may not even have noticed it. In using the new form themselves, they may then have (unconsciously) changed its former intended use. The latter mechanism is also in accordance with Romaine's (1982) fmdings. Here it was shown that the introduction of the w/z-relativizers in Middle Scots was a change from above. Propagation 'down the social hierarchy' might have led to certain 'misinterpretations', i.e. reanalyses. Note also that both pathways, hearer äs well äs speaker-based reinterpretation, led to what Croft termed 'altered replication', i.e. language change due to the fact that the form-function mapping often cannot and need not be copied perfectly (Croft 2000) . The speaker-hearer analysis may be visualized in a simplified form äs in The vertical, unbroken lines in Fig. l -stop +voice +vowel
The change in semantic features during the reanalysis of relative wAoprogresses in a siniilar fashion: step-wise, and not in one big leap. Apart from any natura non facit saltum philosophy that niay underlie this process, plain and simple pragmatics also seems to play a role. In the changes described in Table 2 and Fig. l above, the implicatures and inferences generally allow for small steps, but not for big leaps. It's only one small step from God's greatness and worthiness to the elative use of w/zo for other praiseworthy entities, such äs the King. From there it is again only one natural step to infer [+human] äs the triggering factor for who, and [+human] again can carry the inference [+animate] . A transposition from [+God] to [+animate] would require a far greater deal of (mis-)interpretation and would result in a more marked deviation from the norm (in Coserius's sense).
Data section
In this data section, some statistical evidence will be presented which underlines the development described above. The data basis is formed by the late Middle English collection of Paston Leiters (ed. by Davis 1971) . The Pastons were a family of the landed Norfolk gentry. Due to several lawsuits and related legal problems, many of the letters written and received by members of the family were sent to the Registrar's office and are still available today. The collection edited by Norman Davis contains letters from the years 1421-1503 with fourteen informants from three generations (four female, ten male) and roughly 250,000 words. The only occurrence of that with a deity antecedent in the restrictive section is given in (27) In this very doubtful case the antecedent, strictly speaking, is not God but rather him and this sentence may indeed allow for a generalized reading: "like the person / whoever has made all...". This single instance will not be further discussed. The only occurrence of restrictive who is also a dubious case which is closely connected to a generalizing relative and may thus be neglected in what follows.
In the collection of letters we find corroborative evidence for the theory just outlined in the fact that twenty-seven out of thirty non-restrictive relative clauses introduced by who refer back to deity antecedents. One out of the three which do not is a headless relative. The two others appear quite late (after 1481), both with highly respectable human antecedents:
(28) I beseche God, fore J)e forderawnce of them äs now, rewarde 3ow and jse good parson of Mautby, and also Mastyre Baley, who I wende woold not haue balkyd this pore loggeyng to Norwyche wardys. (Edmond II, 1481, no. 399) (29) Also ther was ther an jnbacetour fro the Kynge of Schottys who is now put in grete trobyll be hys son and other of the lordys of hys londe. (William II, 1488, no. 411) Idiosyncratic tendencies in single Speakers may also be excluded äs a factor; we find who with deity antecedents in eleven Speakers (ranging from one occurrence in William II to eight in John III). Whose and whom, which probably had begun to develop about two to three hundred years earlier, are somewhat further developed and therefore much more complicated to describe. In the non-restrictive section, whose is used 35 times with animate antecedents and once with a deity antecedent. Of these 36 occurrences, fifteen are in fixed formulae such äs (30), mostly involving God, a decedent or such:
(30) Please it you to wete that myn awnte is dissesid, whos sowie God assoyll. (Margaret, 1461,no. 166) The rest are nine forms in non-formulaic contexts, but referring to highly prestigious entities and twelve forms in non-formulaic contexts without special referring functions.
Of the 56 occurrences of whom, 27 are in formulaic constructions involving deity entities, a decedent etc., thirteen are in non-formulaic contexts involving highly prestigious entities and sixteen are in non-formulaic contexts with unmarked referents. This indicates that these two pronouns are indeed further down the road. They no longer refer exclusively to deity antecedents but have spread into formulaic contexts where they seem to have already fossilized (stage B). In these two contexts we find most of the occurrences (42% and 48% respectively). Next come instances of stage C, where the marked pronouns refer to respected social entities, like noblemen and friends, and stage D, each with roughly 25%. Also, further syntactic factors may have played a role in their distribution; these will be discussed in the following. It seems that in most cases the occurrences of whose-whom were not so much triggered by factors such äs syntactic fiinction or defmiteness, but rather by 'simple' semantic content (in the case of who) or by phrasal context. The 'triggering factors' for those cases where whose and whom are not found in phrasalized contexts are easily enumerated: they are all almost exclusively in non-restrictive, animate contexts: Table 4 : Whose and whom with non-deity antecedents in non-phrasalized contexts As can be seen from Table 4 , whose and whom mostly occur with proper names äs antecedents, which accounts in part for the general preference in non-restrictive relative clauses. There also seems to be a marked difference between the use of whose and whom. While whose occurs in several non-restrictive relative clauses with indefinite antecedents (NPs and pronouns), whom occurs predominantly with definite NPs and hardly ever with indefinite items (NPs and pronouns) äs antecedents. Nevertheless, we find proportionally more occurrences of whom in restrictive relative clauses (6 out of 31, or 19%) than of whose (l out of 22, or 5%). It should be kept in mind, though, that the total number of occurrences in both cases is too low for the results to be statistically significant. What these figures show, however, is that restrictiveness need not be the decisive semantic-syntactic factor here. Rather, äs we can see in the case of both whose and whom, it may well be the form class of the antecedent rather than its features. lin both cases roughly 50% of all non-restrictive cases are due to proper names äs antecedents. It should also be added that many of the other cases may be influenced by further syntactic factors. In seven out of the eleven (=63%) non-restrictive relative clauses modifying definite NPs, we find a preposition preceding the relativizer whom. Names, on the other hand, only have six out of thirteen cases (=46%) with fronted prepositions. The rest is in the fünction of indirect (dative) objects. All of the relative clauses with personal pronouns äs antecedents have fronted prepositions. Here, however, a point is reached where figures are too small to allow for any conclusions since with less than five instances, significancies are almost impossible to establish and occurrences may generally be interpreted äs performance errors.
3. The development of 'who' -an instance of grammaticalization?
The introduction and spread of who, and maybe also of whose and whom, were intricately linked to sociopsychological and pragmatic factors in utterances, such äs expressiveness and extravagance (Haspelmath 1998 (Haspelmath , 1999 Hopper -Traugott 1993: 65; Harris -Campbell 1995: 54, 72-75) , and not so much due to systemic, paradigmatic pressures äs has been advocated by Ryden and others. There simply was no systemic need to fill a given paradigm; and even if there was, the introduction of a relativizer for the deity certainly was not a great help. The development outlined so far, however, may be accounted for from the point of view of grammaticalization. Starts out with individual utterances of Speakers who want to be noticed and who choose a new way of saying old things. Since they can only manipulate the lexical end of the lexicon-grammar continuum, the new expression necessarily involves a lexical category" (Haspelmath 1999 (Haspelmath : 1057 . But this only leads to the question of what is lexical, what is grammatical. Without going into this (see fn. 2), it seems clear that the first uses of relative who were, strictly speaking, non-obligatory; if present it was closely connected to the semantic feature [+deity] . Through time, this semantic feature was progressively backgrounded or faded through markedness reduction and re-interpretation on part of both Speakers and hearers. It was first substituted by [+respect] and sooner or later [ -human The distinction between grammatical and semantic (i.e. lexical) features is, of course, far from clear. While it is a truism that there is no universal set of grammatical features and that different languages grammaticalize different features, [+/-Deity] has never been a systematic grammatical feature of English -in contrast, for instance, to the noun classifier Systems of Thai, Burmese, Shona and similar languages (see Foley 1997) . [+/-animate/human], however, seems to have some more repercussions in the language structure äs a whole, e.g. in pronominal agreement (cf. Jackendoff 2002:257, 289-293) . Also compare Willem Levelt's dictum: "Syntax is the poor man's semantics", quoted ibid. This paper offers a slightly different point of view: "One man's lexicon is another man's syntax". specific, individual, concrete to less specific, and more abstract (cf. Matisoff 1991: 384: "the partial effacement of a morpheme's semantic features, the stripping away of some of its precise content so it can be used in an abstracter, grammatical-hardwarelike way" [emphasis added]). At the same time, the optional feature is turned into an obligatory one: in other words, the Status of the construction changes from usage to grammar (if one wishes to make such a distinction). Also, this change may be described äs semantic and syntactic reanalysis, based on pragmatic inferences. Who was a marker for God and other important entities -this naturally invites the inference, based on the communicative need to be expressive and flattering, that whoever gets 'who-ed' must also be important, noteworthy, and commanding respect. As with the development of you/thou, the inflationary use of who in such a function may have easily led to corresponding reanalyses of who äs marker for human entities in general. And in the same vein it is also reanalysed äs possible relativizer for restrictive relative clauses, with accompanying stronger Integration in terms of syntax (parataxis > hypotaxis, see Harris -Campbell 1995, Ch. 10) . This may have happened in Speakers with the need to be expressive or even to accommodate, or in hearers when they simply did not see the pattern involved or were squarely uncooperative (cf. Detges 2001 Detges , 2002 Kuteva 2001) . As a linguistic consequence, who is progressively integrated into the relativizer paradigm (see Table l Needless to say, some sort of layering can also be diagnosed: The former triggers are still relevant today (see Fig. l above), though they are no longer cognitively or socially grounded. Note also the increasing frequency of the form in correspondence with its multiplying functions (cf. Fischer -Rosenbach 2000: 26f) . From a completely different point of view, the development of relative who was also a shift from the propositional to the textual domain, at least in a general sense. Relativizers, just like personal pronouns, are Janus-headed beasts: they function äs text internal anaphoric elements and, simultaneously, carry context-dependent language external reference of some sort. The first occurrences of relative who had a stronger propositional, i.e. referential aspect. Ryden has pointed out that who was, in its babyyears, occasionally replaced by a normal personal pronoun, resulting in a more paratactic construction:
(31) by the grace of Jesu, He preserve you (Paston, 1488/94) (32) [...] to the hool house, hom I commit to Goddes governans: he yow ever preserve by his speciall grace, Amen. (Stonor, c. 1477) With the use of who, the two sentences/clauses seem to be more integrated, though the referential, propositional aspect is still strong. When this signifying aspect wears off, the textual function comes to the fore. Who today is less significant äs a marker of animacy or human Status, than äs a clause connector used to create coherence and cohesion. This development is simultaneously mirrored in its move from exclusively non-restrictive relative clauses to restrictive ones, which are commonly characterized äs more embedded than non-restrictive ones.
One question remains: what is the relationship between the syntactic and the semantic developments outlined in this paper? Whereas I would not go so far äs to say that they have nothing to do with each other, äs Ryden (1983) claimed, I would be less hesitant about Ryden's hedge to this claim, namely, that they "are at least not immediately associated with the indefinite (or interrogative) who." (1983: 132, emphasis added). As the successive stages of the development have probably supported each other, the syntactic developments and possibilities may be regarded äs the structural prerequisites for later developments, äs shown in Figure The contextual expansion may have been facilitated, or even only made possible through these independent but interacting syntactic developments. In other words: while there is no reason why who shouldn't have simply stuck with deity antecedents and remained a linguistic luxury (although, äs Steinki thinks, the 'natürliches Sprachgefühl des Volkes' [the natural language instinct of the people] would have very likely rooted out such a luxury sooner or later), the syntactic prerequisites and slots allowed for an easy extension along the pathways outlined by what we have come to know, by now, äs grammaticalization.
